Almost a decade ago, Girard invented linear logic with the notion of proof-net. Proof-nets are special graphs built from formulas, links and boxes. However, not all nets are proof-nets. Firstly, they must be well constructed (we say that such graphs are proof-structures). Secondly, a proof-net is a proof-structure that corresponds to a sequential proof. It must verify a correctness criterion. One may wander what this static criterion means for cut-elimination. We prove that every not-correct proof-structure (without cut) can be put in an environment where reductions lead to two kinds of wrong basically con gurations: dead-locks and disconnected proof-structures. Thus, this proof says that there does not exist a bigger class than proof-nets of proof-structures where normalization does not lead to very bad con gurations.
Introduction
There exists two formalisms for presenting a proof in linear logic (Girard, 1987) . The usual one uses sequents and rules. The second one used special graphs known as proofnets. From a syntactical point of view, a well-formed proof tree in sequent calculus always gives a proof. To check that we really have a proof, we only need to look at the local derivations and see if they are instances of the inference rules. This property is no more valid in the framework of proof-nets. A proof-structure may be well-formed but it may not correspond to a proof. We need a global criterion (Danos and Regnier, 1989) which is not syntactical to distinguish between proof-structures that correspond to a sequential proof to the ones that correspond to nothing.
Here, we are interested by not correct proof-structures which do not correspond to a sequential proof, trying to show why they are bad. In fact, it is not obvious to reject bad proof-structures simply because they are not sequentializable. They are perhaps well funded. For instance, we can add the Mix rule (Fleury and Retor , 1994) to plain linear logic. Thus, the criterion that distinguishes proof-nets from other proof-structures is looser. More proof-structures become proof-nets. In fact, we need a justi cation for the rejection of bad proof-structures that is di erent to the translation of sequential proof into proof-nets. Here, this new justi cation is based on wrong con gurations, cut-elimination and instantiation of atomic formulas.
Firstly basically wrong proof-structures are proof-structures that contain a dead-lock or that are disconnected. Secondly, we extend the notion of wrongness to proof-structures that reduce to a basically wrong proof-structure. Those proof-structures are obviously not satisfactory and must be de nitively rejected. The next step consists to plug proofstructures into environment (i.e. to connect the conclusions of a proof-structure to other proof-nets) and to see if we have created a wrong proof-structure. The last operation consists in instantiation of atomic formula.
In our point of view, a proof-structure that must be de nitively rejected as a logical object is: 1 A proof-structure that contains a basically wrong con guration: a dead-lock which is a de nitively frozen object or a disconnected graph which seems to be incorrect if we reject the Mix-rule. 2 A proof-structure that reduces to one of point 1. Here, cut-elimination is the crucial mechanism. 3 A proof-structure such that there exists an environment that creates a proof-structure of point 2. This point says that a good logical object must interact with every good environment. 4 A proof-structure such that there exists an instantiation of its atomic formula that leads to a proof-structure of point 3. This means that a proof is also a proof for any substitution of its atomic formula. In other words, a proof of a sequent is implicitly universally quanti ed. The main theorem of this paper concludes that for multiplicative linear logic, proofstructures that are not correct (i.e. with respect to the criterion) and that do not contain any cut are bad with respect to point 4. In other words, this proof means that it is not possible to nd a bigger class of proof-structures without cut than the proof-nets that is consistent with the 4 points: no basically wrong con guration, stable by cut elimination, modularity and instantiation.
2. Multiplicative linear logic 2.1. Sequential Proof This section gives some de nitions used here upon linear logic, proof-structures and proofnets. The fragment studied is plain multiplicative linear logic without constant. Formulas are inductively constructed from atomic formulas X; X 2 V and their dual X ? ; X 2 V where V is a set of propositional variables and from the two binary connectives and O. Formulas A module is a multi-set of formulas linked together by di erent links such that a formula is premise of at most one link and is conclusion of at most one link. A proof-structure is a module such that each formula is premise of exactly one link. The frontier of a module (or a proof-structure) is the multi-set of formulas that are premise or conclusion of at most one link. To a sequential proof, one may associate a proof-structure simply by forgetting the proof structure, retaining only the combinatorial compounds of the proof.
De nition 3. A proof-net is a proof-structure that corresponds to a sequential proof.
Here comes an important fact, which is that not all proof-structures are proof-nets. But, there exist criterions that tell us if a proof-structure is or is not a proof-net. In this article, we used the Danos-Regnier criterion (Danos and Regnier, 1989) Theorem 6. Correct proof-structures are proof-nets (they correspond to a sequential proof). This is the usual sequentialisation theorem on proof-nets. See (Girard, 1987; Danos, 1990) .
Cut elimination
One can always eliminate cuts in a sequential proof. For proof-structures, we can de ne a cut-elimination mechanism as a graph rewriting system. The rules are given on gure 4. They eliminate or identify formulas and change links. 
Wrong and bad proof-structures
The correspondence between proof-nets and correct proof-structures says that proofstructures that are not correct do not correspond to a sequential proof. But are they really incoherent from a logical point of view? In the following, we will reject progressively proof-structures using di erent arguments.
Wrong con gurations
The rst step here is to reject proof-structures that contain basically wrong con gurations. For plain multiplicative linear logic (the system studied here), there are two cases.
De nition 7. A basically wrong con guration is:
a cut under an axiom called a dead-lock:
Ax Cut a disconnected net. A cut under an axiom is called a dead-lock because such a loop can never disappear or interact with the outside world. The condition on connectivity says that each conclusion of a proof-net can interact with all the others. This second con guration is acceptable for linear logic with Mix rule but not for plain linear logic.
Proof-structures that contain such basically wrong con gurations are said to be basically wrong proof-structures and must not be considered as having a logical meaning.
The second argument extends this judgment to proof-structures that reduce to a basically wrong proof-structure. The argument lays on the fact that cut-elimination is one of the main principle of a logical system.
De nition 8. A proof-structure is wrong if and only if it reduces (in 0, 1 or more steps) to a proof-structure that contains a basically wrong con guration.
Bad proof-structures
The next argument for rejecting proof-structures comes from the use of environment. The idea here says that if a proof-structure has a logical meaning, it can be connected to other proof-nets such that the result has a logical meaning.
De nition 9. A proof-structure with n conclusions A 1 ; ; A n is a basically bad proofstructure if and only if it exists n proof-nets P 1 ; ; P n of n sequents`A ? 1 ; ? 1 ,...,`A ? n ; ? n such that the proof-structure obtained by connecting A 1 and A ? 1 ... A n and A ? n by n cuts, is a wrong proof-structure (see gure 5). Finally the last criterion extend rejection if it is possible to nd an instantiation of the atomic formulas of a proof-structure such that the result is a basically bad proofstructure. The argument lays on the fact that substituing everywhere the atomic formulas of a logical object must give a logical object. It means that in a logical object, the free type variables are universally quanti ed.
De nition 10. A proof-structure is a bad proof-structure if and only if it exists a substitution of the atomic formulas such that the proof-structure obtained after the substitution is a basically bad proof-structure.
Remark:
The di erent classes are included:
A basically wrong proof-structure is a wrong proof-structure (in 0 steps). A wrong proof-structure is a basically bad proof-structure (take as proof-nets, n axioms). A basically bad proof-structure is a bad proof-structure (take the identity substitution).
3.3. Bad and correct proof-structures Of course, proof-net are not bad. They are proper logical objects.
Theorem 11. Proof-nets are not bad proof-structure.
Proof. This theorem lays on the fact that proof-nets are logical objects. Proof-nets do not contain a basically wrong con guration because a dead-lock contains a cycle (every switching has a cycle) and because proof-nets must be connected. A proof-net always reduces to a proof-net so a proof-net is not a wrong proof-structure. The connection of a proof-net into an environment gives a proof-net as it can easily be checked. So a proof-net is not a basically bad proof-structure. The instantiation of the atomic formulas of a proof-net gives a proof-net. A proof-net is not a bad proof-structure.
Remark:
The 4 classes are di erent. Figure 6 gives a wrong proof-structure which is not basically wrong. Figure 7 gives a basically bad proof-structure which is not wrong. The environment is a O under an axiom. Figure 8 gives a bad proof-structure which is not a basically bad proof-structure. In fact, it is not possible to connect directly this proof-structure to a proof-net such that a dead-lock can appear. For that, we need, for instance, to instantiate B with A ? . The main result of this paper consists on a proof of the minimality of the correctness criterion on proof-structures. This proof gives a justi cation for the choice of the class of proof-net (into proof-structure) as the class of the real logical objects and nothing else. This proof is mainly based on badness. This proposition works only for proof-structure without cut. In fact, it is well-known (see gure 9) that some not correct proof-structures may reduce to a proof-net. Those ones are not bad.
Proof. The proof is decomposed in several parts which are the lemmas below.
Lemma 13. Let N be a proof-structure with n conclusions A 1 ; ; A n . N is bad if and only if the proof-structure with only one conclusion obtained from N by connected the n conclusions by n ? 1 O-links (in any order) is bad. Lemma 14. Let N be a proof-structure without cut and with only one conclusion A.
If there exists a switching of N such that the graph is not connected then we can nd a proof-net with one conclusion of type A ? such that the proof-structure obtained by connecting A and A ? with a cut reduces to a disconnected proof-structure (a basically wrong proof-structure).
Proof. Let be a switching of N such that the graph is not connected. The proofstructure N is composed of a tree C of -links and O-links and a set A of axiom links. Let C ? be the module obtained from C by substituting each -link by a O-link and each O-link by a -link. From C and C ? , one can create a proof-net I with conclusions A and A ? simply by connecting with axioms the premises of C to the premises of C ? . Here, it is just a -expansion of the axiom`A; A ? . Now, using the switching , we replace each left O of the C side of the proof-net I by a new pending conclusion for the right premise and by identifying the left premise and the conclusion and we replace each right O of the C side of the proof-structure I by a new pending conclusion for the left premise and by identifying the right premise and the conclusion. The new proof-structure J is, in fact, a proof-net. When this proof-net is connected to N, after reduction of the cut which connects the module A to the remaining part of the C side of the proof-net J , we obtain a proof-structure composed of only axioms and -links which is structurally identical to the disconnected graph given by the switching of N. This lemma uses the fact that in a proof-net (without cut), if we replace a O by one of its switching position (see gure 3), we obtain a proof-net.
Here a small example of this construction is shown. The proof-structure below is not correct because for one of the switching, the graph is disconnected: The connection of the bad proof-structure and the proof-net give a proof-structure that reduces to a disconnected proof-structure. Lemma 15. Let N be a proof-structure without cut and with only one conclusion A. If there exists a switching of N such that the graph has a cycle then we can nd a proof-net with one conclusion of type (A ? ) such that the proof-structure obtained by connecting (A) of (N ) and (A ? ) with a cut reduces to a proof-structure containing a deadlock (a basically wrong proof-structure). is the substitution of atomic formulas that instantiate X; X 2 V by ( The instantiation is independent of the bad proof-structure.
Proof. The switching of N creates a cycle in the graph. This cycle induces a cycle in the proof-structure. This cycle goes successively up and down. For instance, it starts on a conclusion A 1 of an axiom, it goes through this axiom, goes down the other conclusion A ? 1 . It continues down through several links until it reaches one premise B 1 of a -link. Then it goes up through the second premise C 1 of the same -link. It goes up until it reaches the second axioms etc... Thus, the cycle crosses alternatively n axiom links A 1 =A ? 1 ; ; A n =A ? n and n -links with premises B 1 =C 1 ; ; B n =C n . The resulting module M is a correct module (see section 5 for the de nition and theorems on correct modules). It may be completed by another correct module (see theorem 18) on its premises such that the result is a proof-net ( (A ? ) is one of its conclusions). Now, if we connect this proof-net to (N ), we obtain a proof-structure that reduces to a proof-structure with a dead-lock. This fact is already true with the module composed of (N ) and the constructed module M. This module reduces rst to a module where the n sub-trees (A 1 ); ; (A n ) are connected to (A ? 1 ); ; (A ? n ) by n cuts (which come from the proof-structure (N )) and with the n original axioms of M. Then each couple reduces in such a way that the resulting module has an alternation of n cuts and n axioms which reduce to a dead-lock.
Let T be the tree of -links and O-links corresponding to the formula (A ?
The last point concerns the fact that, from M, we can nd another module such that the union is a proof-net. This property is a general result on modules which is due to the fact that this module is correct. This module is correct because for every switching of M, the graph induces has no cycle and has no internal component, not connected to its frontier (its premises and conclusions). There is no cycle because such a cycle must cross some axioms and some -links which is impossible by construction. In fact, a cycle in this module would induce a cycle in the proof-net of the identity` (A ? ); (A) which is impossible. Finally there exists no internal component because the W and W ? premises connect each component to the frontier of M. Now, because M is a correct module and has only one conclusion and no cut, we can nd another module and connect the premises of it to the premises of M to have a proof-net. This property is proved in the next section.
Here is a small example for this construction. The proof-structure below is not correct because for one of the switching, the graph has a cycle:
Then we form a module which interact with the previous proof-structure by creating a dead-lock. This module is correct and can be completed to have a proof-net: The conjonction of the two lemmas gives a proof of the main theorem on the minimality of the correctness criterion.
Correct Modules
This technical section gives proofs of several properties on modules (Danos and Regnier, 1989) . Modules are extension of proof-structures where some formulas can act as premises (proof-structure has only conclusions). The frontier of a module is the multi-set of its conclusion formulas and its premise formulas. There exists a criterion for modules that distinguishes correct modules. The correctness criterion says that such a module is a part of a proof-net.
De nition 16. A correct module is a module which is a sub-module of a proof-net. Theorem 17. A module is correct if and only if for any switching, the corresponding graph:
has no cycle, has no internal component (every component must be connected to one of the formulas of the frontier of the module). This is the correctness criterion for modules.
Proof.
If we have a correct module then it is a sub-module of a proof-net. The graph corresponding to a switching has no cycle and is connected for this proof net. Thus, the graph induces by a switching on the module can not have any cycle and can not have an internal component because such a con guration will create a cycle or an internal component on the proof-net which is impossible. The converse is not immediate. The proof is obtained by recurrence on the number of conclusions and premises of the modules. The proof needs some intermediate results.
Firstly, M is a module that veri es the criterion for modules if and only if the module obtained from N by adding an axiom link for each premise of M veri es the criterion for modules. This property is also true for correct modules. Thus, we can only work with proof-structure (module with no premise).
Secondly we must establish the following lemma: if M is a proof-structure that veri es the criterion for module then either every switching gives a connected graph or there exists two conclusions A and B such that for any switching they are not connected. This property is very similar to the property of proof-net to be saturated. In fact, suppose that for any conclusions A and B, there exists a switching such that the two formulas are in the same component, then the proof-structure is saturated. This means that for any O-link of the proof-structure, there exists a switching such that the two premises of this O-link are connected. This fact results from the fact that for any switching there are no internal component and that there exists a switching that connects each couple of conclusions.
If the proof-structure is not saturated, there exists a O such that its premises are not connected. But both are connected to two di erent conclusions (no internal component). There exists a switching such that those two premises are connected. If we look at the three paths, since there are no path between the premises of the O-link, we can nd another internal path that must be connected to a third conclusion (no internal path). By alternating the conditions that say that two conclusions must be connected by a path (for a switching) and that there are no internal path, we build an endless list of di erent conclusions. This is impossible since there are a nite number of conclusion.
Thus we conclude that if M is a proof-structure that veri es the criterion for modules then either M is a proof-net or there exists two conclusions A and B such that for any switching they are not connected. Now the proof follows because if we have a proof-structure that veri es the criterion for module then either M is a proof-net and so it is a correct module either we can construct a proof-structure with less conclusions by connecting the two conclusions such that for any switching they are not connected by a new -link. This new proof-structure has no cycle and has no internal component for any switching.
Theorem 18. Let M be a module without cut and with only one conclusion. If M is correct then we can nd another module without cut and with the dual premise of M such that the proof-structure obtained by connecting the premises by axioms is a proof-net.
Proof. We need to change the proof of the previous theorem by adding the fact that there is always a path between the conclusion of M and the other formulas of its frontier.
Conclusion
The result presented here may be used for linear logic with the Mix rule (Fleury and Retor , 1994) or for interaction nets (Lafont, 1990) . The theorem remains the same except that the basically wrong con gurations are only the dead-lock (and not a disconnected proof-structure). The proof is simpler because here the correctness criterion for module only says that there must be no cycle for any switching and due to the fact that a sub-proof-structure of a proof-net is automatically a proof-net. One may wander if we can extend this result to other fragments of linear logic. The answer is not obvious. In particular, it is di cult to de ne the commutative-conversions for the additives since we need to de ne the notion of empire that is not de ned on any proof-structure (only on proof-net). This is also the case for the constant ? and for the weakening for plain linear logic. However, with the Mix rule, a reducing mechanism without box may be de ned for multiplicatives and exponentials with constants. However, there exists some counter-examples that show us that the correctness criterion for this fragment is not minimal. Another negative result comes from the second order quantication. Because a cut may be emulated by an it exists, it is not a surprise to show that the correctness criterion for this fragment is not minimal.
However, we have demonstrated here that for the multiplicative fragment, the correctness criterion is minimal for proof-structure without cut if we want that cut-elimination does not lead to the very bad con gurations: dead-lock or disconnected proof-structure. We are looking for di erent extensions for the other fragments (exponentials in particular) with the same property.
